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‘Start with your Why’ – Simon Sinek





A profession serves a public purpose



Exercise

What basic human need/s does our profession serve ?

What type of impact does the fulfilment of this need have on Society ?

What feeling/s does this elicit for you ?

What feeling/s experiences do we want society to experience when interacting with us ?

What type of Society does this create ?



“We co-create a society of inclusivity and belonging by enabling and 
empowering social solidarity across apparently diverse interest 

groups” 

or even more succinctly

“We co-create a world of belonging by practicing inclusivity”



Empathy is the ability to see and 
understand the perspective of others in 
such a way that they feel seen and heard 
in the process.
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‘Housing is not only a very primary human need, but it 
also serves as a key component of wealth creation.’ 



Context
Hout Bay / Imizamo Yethu Township, Cape Town, South 

Africa 

Source: unequalscenes.com



Wealth Creation



Context
The African Opportunity



Context
Traditional Lenders have moved away from the Mortgage Market and overall lending is down 

by 28% from pre-2008 levels

The overall level of credit extension has dropped, but mortgages have dropped even more – 59%

Source: NCR Consumer Credit Market Report



Context

Less than 1.5% of total mortgages granted are iro people earning less 
than R 15 000 per month

Monthly 

Income Band

Total Annual 

Mortgage Lending 

%age of SA 

Households

No of SA 

Households

Annual Wealth 

Creation Potential

Wealth Created 

per Household

10k-15k 1 648 754 433R      7% 960 000         82 437 722R          86                          

15k plus 154 516 505 449R  15% 1 976 000      7 725 825 272R     3 910                    

Factor 45.53                    



Context
How do we consider affordability

Source : McKinsey Global Institute



Context
How do we consider affordability ?

Source : CAHF Yearbook 2018



Context
How do we consider affordability ?

Source : CAHF Yearbook 2018



Context
How do we consider affordability ?

2012 to 2025 – Investment Opportunity of $ 16 trn
Viability Gap - $ 1 to S 3 trn



Toward a Solution



Design Thinking as a Tool



Design Thinking Impact



What if we could…

• Empower and enable real wealth creation in Africa through home 
ownership in a shared value model

+
• Positively address wealth inequality and achieve inclusive economic growth

+
• Co-create employment opportunities in local communities, thereby 

expanding local investment opportunities and returns

+
• Provide institutional investors with superior, diversified long term assets 

and returns while at the same time addressing the affordability challenges 
for potential homeowners



Toward a Solution

The traditional bank-based model results in high 
payments at the beginning of the mortgage, 
which decrease over time. This excludes a 
significant proportion of the target market



Toward a Solution
How can we impact affordability ?



Toward a Solution



Toward a Solution

• An actuarial approach, taking the long term financing realities into account, can 
create meaningful impact and significant shared value when applied to the 
Affordable Housing market

• The actuarial approach delivers a cashflow and return profile that matches the 
liabilities of insurers and retirement funds and their members

• 20 year amortising CPI-linked bonds secured by first mortgages

• Funding platforms that have long term investors, seeking real returns are needed 
to deliver the solutions

• Also more flexible – rental housing and properties in possession



Conclusion
What is at Risk for the Modern Actuary ?

• If we engage our skills and influence to address significant social 
issues, such as Affordable Housing, in line with our understanding of 
our social purpose?

• If we do NOT engage our skills and influence to address significant 
social issues, such as Affordable Housing, in line with our 
understanding of our social purpose?



Thank you!

Johan Human:

Johan@alluviagroup.co.za


